TSPC Elluminate Conference
October 13, 2011
Attendance:
FAMU-L: Linda Sobey
FAU: Teresa Abaid, Maria Berenbaum, Janice Donahue, Deb Hoban, Helen Laurence
UCF: Mary Page
FCLA: Donna Alsbury, Ellen Bishop, Daniel Cromwell, Josh Greben
FIU: Rita Cauce, Sue Wartzok
FGCU: Catherine Gardiner
FSU: Annie Glerum, Charles McElroy, Tamara Weatherholt, Amy Weiss, Ruth Ziegler
FSU-L: Pat Bingham-Harper
NCF: Sarah Norris
UF: Betsy Simpson, Priscilla Williams
UNF: Susan Massey
USF: Brian Falato, Charles Gordon, Susan Heron
USF-H: Allison Howard
Minutes of Sept. 2011 were approved.

FCLA Report (Ellen, Daniel, Josh):
Ellen: No new legislative issues; FCLA managers have been responding to
questions from the Task Force on the Future of Academic Libraries in Florida.
Ellen: A new merge of the three Single Bib Pilot Project library databases was
released last Thursday; an authorities merge was included, but that aspect
will be re-done.
Ellen: Circulation staff and programmers have created a merged patron file.
Ellen: Programmers are working on a version of GenLoad that will work in the
single bib environment.
Daniel: The OCLC reclamation process has begun at UWF, Daniel is reviewing the
database before extract; FAMU is the next library in the queue and their
project will be starting soon.
Josh: Streaming video format mapping was explained and demonstrated in the
USF catalog.
Josh: The streaming video facet is triggered by elements in the LDR, 008, and
007 fields.
Josh: Database facet and icon will be forthcoming.

Shared Bib Pilot Project (Betsy):
FCLA released a draft timeline on Sept. 23.
FCLA is setting up the environment on a new server, and will soon try an 11database merge; more to show in the next few months.
FCLA has created a googledoc spreadsheet for all libraries to record routine
batch loads; this is located in the single bib area of the TSPC website.
Discussion of TKR fields: TKRs are used in a variety of ways in libraries across the
state and have proliferated. This may be a problem in the single bib
environment, so a plan is being discussed to eliminate obsolete TKR fields.
Library representatives were asked how their catalogers use TKR fields: most
use them to record sources and dates of batch loads, several use them to keep
track of Patron Driven Acquisition records, and some use them to track the
donors of collections, dates of processing, and general indexing of records.
Questions regarding TKRs: Can they be put on HOL records instead of bib? (yes)
Will this entail a major clean-up project? (unsure) On HOL are they searchable
for global updates and reports? (yes, or can be made to be so if not already)
Could FCLA move all TKRs to HOL records? (unsure-it’s a programming issue)
Action: Donna has devised a report that will list the texts of TKRs and number of
times each has been used in each library. Library representatives are urged to
file an RT to ask that this report be run for your library.

TSPC and Subcommittee Websites (Mary):
Mary Page has pulled together all committee meeting minutes and other
documents in one place on the CSUL website; she will post documents for us as
needed.
The TSPC SWIKI will be retained for non-public documents.
Sarah Norris and Colleen Valente have been added to the TSPC membership list.

Liaison and Subcommittee Reports:
CPC: no report; looking for new representative.
OPAC Subcommittee (Annie):
o Discussion of problem that genres and subjects are now combined in
keyword search, generating numerous unwanted hits. As it is not
desirable to delete genre headings, can they be moved from subject
search to keyword search? Action: this topic will be referred to the
Metadata Subcommittee to discuss in depth and formulate a proposal to
be submitted to the TSPC.
o Suggestion to amend language in “Report a Problem” catalog tab.
“PLEASE enter your email; we want to reply!” approved by TSPC.

Acquisitions Subcommittee (Rita):
o Ernestine Holmes has been elected new Vice Chairman;
o Discussion and information-gathering on Patron Driven Acquisition
programs.
Authorities Subcommittee (Priscilla): Discussed merging of local authority files
and the possibility of deleting local name authority files, linking instead to
LCA10.
Metadata Subcommittee (Brian):
o Tamara Weatherholt will be chairman for 2012; Susan Massey will be the
new Vice Chairman.
o Are new statewide guidelines needed for the single bib environment? It
was suggested that the existing Cataloging Guidelines document be
adjusted and updated instead.
o Questions were presented regarding relator codes and labeling; Josh will
attend future subcommittee meetings to address these issues.
Next Meeting: Nov. 10, 2011

Meeting adjourned by Betsy Simpson at 3:25 pm.
Minutes submitted by Patricia Bingham-Harper

